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 APRIL  Vol. 104  Part 2

 RE-VISIONS, FICTIONALIZATIONS, AND
 POSTFIGURATIONS: THE MYTH OF

 JUDITH IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

 Feminist critics have noted the negligible presence of biblical heroines in
 twentieth-century literature.1 Apart from occasional poems and a few novels?
 for instance, Frank G. Slaughter's The Song of Judith: A Love Story from the
 Old Testament (1954), Cothburn O'Neal's Hagar (1958), and Anita Diamant's
 feminist and gynaecologically detailed bestseller about Dinah, The Red Tent
 (1997)?only two Old Testament women have received extensive literary
 treatment, along with serious scholarly consideration: Esther and Judith (each
 of whom can claim a biblical book of her own). Of the two, Esther has been
 limited almost wholly to dramatic treatment from the Renaissance to the early
 twentieth century.2

 The Apocryphal tale of Judith, in contrast, has enjoyed notable popularity
 ever since late antiquity, as we know from the studies by Otto Balzer and
 Edna Purdie (who cites over a hundred literary examples from the ninth
 century on) and from more recent considerations of the theme in Dutch,
 English, German, and French literature.3 This is true in part because the tale
 of Judith is what Roland Barthes, in his appraisal of the painting by Artemisia
 Gentileschi, has called a 'recit fort'?that is, a narrative that features both a
 satisfactory structure, in which the end 'responds' to the beginning after a
 certain degree of tension, and a moral and/or sensual emotion.4 As such, it

 1 Magda Motte, '"Dafi ihre Zeichen bleiben": Frauen des Alten Testaments', in Die Bibel in
 der deutschsprachigen Literatur des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. by Heinrich Schmidinger, 2 vols (Mainz:
 Matthias-Grunewald, 1999), 11, 205-58 (p. 206).

 2 Elisabeth Frenzel, Stoffe der Weltliteratur: Ein Lexikon dichtungsgeschichtlicher Langsschnitte,
 9th edn (Stuttgart: Kroner, 1998), pp. 204-06.

 3 Otto Baltzer, Judith in der deutschen Literatur (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1930); Edna Purdie, The
 Story of Judith in German and English Literature (Paris: Champion, 1927); Anne-Marie Musschoot,
 Het Judith-thema in de Nederlandse Letterkunde (Gent: Secretariat van de Koninglijke Academie
 voor Nederlaandse Taal- en Letterkunde, 1972); Margarita Stocker, Judith: Sexual Warrior. Women
 and Power in Western Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998); Marion Kobelt-Groch,
 Judith macht Geschichte: Zur Rezeption einer mythischen Gestalt vom 16. bis 19. Jahrhundert (Mu
 nich: Fink, 2005); Jacques Poirier, Judith: ?chos d'un my the biblique dans la litterature francaise
 (Rennes: Presse Universitaires de Rennes, 2004). See also the bibliographies of nineteenth- and
 twentieth-century drama and fiction assembled by The Judith Project and conveniently accessible
 at <http://workshops.nypl.org/judith/bibliography/> [accessed 27 September 2008]. Papers from a
 2008 conference sponsored by the project will be published in a volume co-edited by Henrike
 Lahnemann and Kevin R. Brine.

 4 'Deux femmes', in his CEuvres completes, ed. by Eric Marty, 3 vols (Paris: Seuil, 1993-95), In>
 1052-54.

 Modern Language Review, 104 (2009), 311-32
 ? Modern Humanities Research Association 2009
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 312  The Myth of Judith in the Twentieth Century

 perfectly exemplifies the term 'myth' in its primary sense of a traditional story
 about a heroic or godly figure who characteristically embodies a particular
 strength or virtue?and not in the more general Romantic and post-Romantic
 sense of a set of ideological beliefs governing any group or society Accord
 ingly, the theme has been frequently treated over the centuries not only in
 a variety of languages and forms?poems, ballads, dramas, oratorios, bal
 lets, and operas?but also in paintings, frescos, embroideries, tapestries, tiles,
 wood carvings, and other media.

 The story?known only in the Greek Septuagint, which is based on a lost
 Hebrew original5?has such a satisfactory form and meaning in no small
 measure because, as is generally agreed by scholars today, it is wholly fictional
 and carefully composed for a particular purpose: a historical novel marked
 by the most intense national and religious fervor'.6 In addition, it exploits
 reassuringly familiar details from earlier biblical sources: for instance, Debo
 rah's wisdom and leadership in the war against King Jabin of Hazor (Judges
 4. 16), or Jael's slaying of Jabin's general by driving a tent-peg through the
 head of the sleeping Sisera (Judges 4. 21). As a work of propaganda composed
 in the late second century bc during the Jewish war of independence under
 the Maccabees, the myth exemplifies in the person of Judith, whose name
 simply means 'Jewess' or representative of Judaea, what was regarded as both
 the profound piety and the moral and military superiority of the Jews in their
 Kulturkampf against Nebuchadnezzar's theodicy.7

 The sixteen chapters of the book fall neatly into two parts. Chapters 1-7
 relate the strategic background. Nebuchadnezzar, who is identified as king/
 god of the Assyrians in Nineveh (rather than with historical accuracy as ruler
 of the Babylonians), sets out to establish his rule over the entire known world
 extending west to the sea and down into Egypt. His general, Holofernes, with
 an army of a hundred and twenty thousand foot soldiers plus twelve thousand
 mounted archers, succeeds in reaching the sea coast and destroying all other
 gods along the way, requiring the nations to worship Nebuchadnezzar alone.
 Only the Israelites, recently returned from their captivity, refuse to submit. At
 the command of the high priest of Jerusalem the inhabitants of the fictitious
 town Bethulia seize the mountain passes through which the invaders of Judaea

 must come. Holofernes is perplexed to learn that the Israelites, rather than
 surrendering as other peoples have done, are preparing for war. When he asks
 Achior, the commander of the Ammonites, for an explanation, Achior, after

 5 Judith: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, ed. and trans, by Carey A.
 Moore, The Anchor Bible 40 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1985), pp. 66-67.

 6 Otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction, trans, by Peter R. Ackroyd, 3rd edn (New
 York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 587.

 7 Karl-Josef Kuschel, 'Mord im Namen Gottes? Das Drama der Judith von Hebbel bis Hochhuth',
 Jahrbuchfur Internationale Germanistik, 37.2 (2005), 103-25 (pp. 104-08).
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 summarizing the history of the Israelites, explains that they can be defeated
 only if they have sinned against their god. If they obey his law, then their lord
 will protect them and Holofernes' army will be disgraced. Angered by these
 remarks and reminding everyone that there is no god except Nebuchadnezzar,
 Holofernes has Achior bound and left outside Bethulia, where he is to die
 along with all the other inhabitants of the town when it is captured. His vast
 army surrounds the mountain town and, on the advice of leaders of allied
 cities, seizes the springs that supply Bethulia with its water. After thirty-four
 days the cisterns of the town are empty and the people disheartened. They
 appeal to Uzziah and the other elders to surrender, but Uzziah asks them to
 hold out for five more days, in the hope that their Lord will show them his
 mercy. At this point Judith enters the story (chapters 8-16).

 Judith, the daughter of Merari, is the widow of Manasseh, who had died
 of heatstroke three years earlier during the barley harvest. Though she is
 childless, it is nowhere suggested that she is a virgin?only that no man had
 sexual relations with her after her husband died (16. 22). While her age is
 not given, it is made clear that she is at the peak of her beauty and renowned
 for her wisdom?even the Assyrians attending Holofernes concede that she
 cannot be matched in beauty and intelligence by any other woman (11. 21)?
 as well as rich and generous. When Judith learns of the elders' decision, she
 summons them and reproaches them for presuming to question the Lord
 God. Appealing to them to worship him, she reminds them that if Bethulia
 is taken, then all Judaea will fall. She asks them not to question her actions
 but to make sure that she and her (unnamed) maid will be permitted to go
 out through the gates that evening. Following her devout prayers for God to
 assist her in her plan to save the Israelites from their oppressor, even though
 she must resort to deceit, she puts off the sackcloth she has worn since her
 husband's death and dresses in her most elegant attire, making herself Very
 fetching so as to catch the attention of the men who would see her' (10. 4).

 Accompanied by her maid bearing kosher food and wine, she leaves Bethu
 lia and goes down to the Assyrian camp, where she asks the guards to escort
 her to Holofernes, saying that she intends to show him how he can take over
 the hill country without losing a single man (10. 13). Holofernes, struck by
 her beauty as are all his attendants, promises that she will not be harmed. She
 tells him that Achior spoke the truth, but that God is about to punish the in
 habitants of Bethulia because they intend, in their hunger, to eat and drink all
 that God's laws forbid them to consume and are awaiting only the permission
 of the senate in Jerusalem. Impressed by her wisdom as well as her beauty,
 Holofernes is delighted with her news and decides to delay his attack until God
 has revealed to Judith that he has removed his protection. Judith remains in the

 camp for three days and nights, leaving it only at night to bathe in the nearby
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 spring and pray. On the fourth day Holofernes gives a banquet, to which he
 invites Judith. When she reclines on the fleeces at his feet, 'Holofernes was
 beside himself with desire, and his brain was reeling; and he was very eager to
 have relations with her. (From the day he had first seen her he had been watch
 ing for an opportunity to seduce her.)' (12. 16). While Judith consumes only a

 modest amount of food and wine prepared by her servant, Holofernes drinks
 more wine than ever before. As a result, when the banqueters and attendants
 have all left the tent, Holofernes lies prostrate on his bed in a drunken stupor.
 Praying for the strength to carry out her deed, Judith takes the general's sword
 and, grasping him by the hair, strikes him twice on the neck, severing his
 head from his body. Putting the head into her food sack, she goes out with her
 servant ostensibly to pray as usual. Instead, they go back up the mountain to
 Bethulia, where she displays the head of the general, struck down by the hand
 of a female', while assuring everyone that 'he committed no sin with me to
 defile or to disgrace me' (13. 15-16). Impressed by her deed, Achior has him
 self circumcised and is adopted into the household of Israel. Meanwhile, the
 Assyrian soldiers, dismayed when Holofernes' head is displayed from the wall
 of Bethulia, flee in confusion and are slaughtered by the pursuing Israelites.
 Judith accepts in reward the tent of Holofernes and all his treasure, which
 she loads onto her wagons and takes to Jerusalem to be dedicated to God.
 Following her return to Bethulia and now renowned across the land, she lives
 to be a hundred and five, rejecting all the offers of marriage that come to her.

 The struggle between Judith's faith and Holofernes' might in the original
 story raises more generally the question concerning the tension between ideo
 logy and power?a question that has become no less urgent in today's world. Is
 Judith morally justified in her use of devious means to achieve her goal? And,
 as we shall see, other issues?moral, political, and psychological?are implicit
 in the myth, which is re-viewed by each generation in the light of its own con
 cerns. Originally written among other proposed reasons in an obvious effort
 to encourage the Jewish people to maintain strict religious observance in their
 pursuit of national independence,8 it was soon adapted for Christian purposes.
 Prudentius established a thematic pattern for medieval theologians when, in
 his fourth-century Psychomachia, he cited 'aspera Judith' (1. 62: 'austere',
 'tough-minded') as an example of chastity (Pudicitia) in the battle against in
 decency (Libido) because she spurned the bejewelled couch of the debauched
 leader and checked his impure frenzies with a sword; and it was rapidly appro
 priated for other antinomies such as Ecclesia versus the Antichrist. The hero
 ism of the story evidently appealed to secular writers of the Middle Ages, as in
 the fragmentary Old English Judith (tenth century), whose 350 extant lines re
 late the dramatic high point of the story?banquet, decapitation, and slaughter

 8 Moore's commentary in Judith, pp. 76-78.
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 of the Assyrians?or the twelfth-century Middle High German Judith. Chaucer
 included a brief version of the story in the Monks Tale ('De Oloferno') to
 illustrate how overconfident men can be misled by womanly wiles, while his
 French contemporary Christine de Pizan in her Livre de la cite des dames por
 trayed Judith?beautiful but excelling in virtue and chastity (11. 32)?among
 other women who saved their peoples (Esther, the Sabine women).

 In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Judith came into her own?not
 only in paintings by Botticelli, Giorgione, Michelangelo, Tintoretto, Veronese,
 Caravaggio, Vasari, and other masters,9 but also in a variety of popular media.
 Tales of violence achieved a new popularity during these years, although the
 authors and painters showed little interest in the historical context of the vio
 lent acts.10 With the figure of Judith, for the first time a woman took an active
 role in the erotic battle between the sexes. It is symptomatic that Artemisia
 Gentileschi apparently took satisfaction in depicting with surgical precision
 the actual decapitation, whereas earlier male painters had focused principally
 on the moments before or after the act. In the words accompanying the 1995
 exhibition 'Die Galerie der Starken Frauen in the Kunstmuseum Dusseldorf,
 the 'femme forte' had become a 'femme fatale'.11

 In the sixteenth century another major shift took place in Germany. In his
 'Preface to the Book of Judith' (1534) Martin Luther expressed strong doubts
 about the authenticity of the tale and relegated it to the Apocrypha. He argued
 that the story was not so much a moral exemplum as, rather, an allegorical
 literary composition ('geistlich schon Geticht'). His view (expressed in his
 'Preface to the Book of Tobias') that Judith presented an 'ernste dappfere
 Tragedien' ('serious heroic tragedy') in contrast to the 'comedy' of Tobias
 encouraged German writers from Hans Sachs to Martin Opitz to deal with
 it in dramatic form, while school dramas in German and Latin were being
 widely performed.12 The text upon which these German works were based
 was not the full version of the Septuagint, but the shorter form of Jerome's
 Vulgate, which cuts the original by almost a third,13 stripping Judith of many
 of the speeches that justified the view of her as a wise and eloquent counsellor
 and leaving, so to speak, the naked seductress who is featured in the German

 9 Jayne Anderson, Judith (Paris: Editions du Regard, 1997).
 10 Helga Theresa Georgen, 'Die Kopfjagerin Judith ? Mannerphantasie oder Emanzipationsmo

 dell?', in Frauen Kunst Geschichte: Zur Korrektur des herrschenden Blicks, ed. by Cordula Bischoff
 (Giessen: Anabas, 1984), pp. 111-24.

 11 Die Galerie der Starken Frauen: Regentinnen, Amazonen, Salondamen, ed. by Bettina Baumgar
 tel and Silvia Neysters (Munich: Klinkhardt and Biermann, 1995), p. 242. See also the references
 in the abstracts of the AHRC project Representations of Women and Death in German Litera
 ture, Art and Media after 1500, <http://www.mod-langs.ox.ac.uk/women-and-death/> [accessed 27
 September 2008].

 12 Henrike Lahnemann, Hystoria Judith: Deutsche Judithdichtungen vom 12. bis zum 16. Jahrhun
 dert (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2001), pp. 306-10; Kobelt-Groch, Judith macht Geschichte, pp. 77-89.

 13 Moore's commentary in Judith, p. 95.
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 tradition from Cranach's earthy temptress to the heroine of subsequent
 German works of psychology and drama.14 But it was only in the bourgeois
 world, as Hans Mayer remarked, that Judith became a 'totale Aufienseiterin'
 ('total outsider'), even a 'Monstrum' (a monster'), inasmuch as she is reduced
 to the perpetrator of a single act with a single antagonist and sacrifice.15

 Re-Visions

 It was a nineteenth-century German play, almost unknown outside Germany?
 with the exception of the Netherlands16?that turned out indirectly to have a
 broad influence on twentieth-century views of Judith: Judith: Eine Tragbdie in
 fiinf Akten (1840), the first work of the young Friedrich Hebbel (1813-1863).
 The five acts relate the familiar story in full, but Hebbel has given his two
 main figures a wholly original motivation. Unlike the biblical Holofernes, who
 is little more than the obedient instrument of his king/god Nebuchadnez
 zar, HebbePs general is presented as an overweeningly proud, arrogant, and
 ruthless man who plots to overthrow Nebuchadnezzar and put himself in his
 place. He uses women simply for his own satisfaction and has so little respect
 for human life that he kills his soldiers for trifling offences. The second act
 introduces the widowed Judith, who because of her husband's impotence has
 remained a virgin despite her marriage. Hebbel noted in his diary that he had
 no use for the biblical Judith, the widow who ensnares Holofernes through
 cleverness and deception and rejoices when she has his head in her sack. 'Das
 ist gemein; eine solche Natur ist ihres Erfolgs gar nicht wiirdig' ('That is vulgar;
 such a nature is not worthy of her success').17 A deed of such grandeur, he
 continues, demands the rapturous enthusiasm that can emerge only from a
 virgin soul that feels capable of the most terrible, monstrous act. 'Die Witwe
 mufi daher gestrichen werden' (p. 107: 'So the widow must be deleted'). A
 virgin soul, in contrast, can sacrifice everything but itself. 'Denn mit ihrer
 Reinheit fallt das Fundament ihrer Kraft' ('For with her purity the basis of
 her strength falls'). Accordingly, he creates a Judith who, between virgin and
 woman, has lost her biblical symbolism.

 Convinced that 'jedes Weib hat ein Recht, von jedem Mann zu verlangen,
 daC er ein Held sei' (p. 36: 'every woman has the right to demand of every man
 that he be a hero'),18 disappointed in her hope that Israel would produce a hero
 to match Holofernes, and dismayed by what she regards as the cowardice of

 14 Lahnemann, Hystoria Judith, pp. 299-306.
 15 'Judith und Dalila', in his Aufienseiter (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1975X pp- 3i_167 (p- 70).
 16 Musschoot, Het Judith-thema, pp. 172-200.
 17 TagebiXcher, ed. by Anni Meetz (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1963), p. 106.
 18 Cited by page according to vol. 11 of Hebbel's Werke, ed. by Franz Zinkernagel, 6 vols (Leipzig:

 Bibliographisches Institut, n.d.).
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 the men of Bethulia, Judith determines to take action herself. Following three
 days and nights of prayer in sackcloth and ashes, she realizes that God made
 her beautiful for a specific reason and that 'der Weg zu meiner Tat geht durch
 die Siinde' (p. 34: 'the way to my deed goes through sin'). She prays that God
 protect her from seeing any good in Holofernes?a prayer whose relevance
 is revealed when the captured Achior praises Holofernes, saying: 'Man halt
 sich und die Welt fur nichts, wenn man bei ihm ist' (p. 49: 'One takes oneself
 and the world for nothing when one is in his presence'). In Act iv Judith
 enters Holofernes' tent with the traditional subterfuge, telling him that the
 people of her town have offended God by planning to eat the sacred offerings
 and that God has commanded her to approach him. In a speech filled with
 double entendres she asks for the usual five days, saying that God will tell her
 when the hour is at hand. In his eagerness to seize Judaea and to overthrow
 Nebuchadnezzar, Holofernes is blind to the meaning hidden behind her words.

 In Act v Holofernes becomes sexually aware of Judith. He jealously kills a
 captain for praising Judith's beauty and, at the same time, decides: 'Es ist eine
 Schande, dafi sie unberiihrt unter uns Assyriern einhergeht!' ('It's a shame
 that she can go untouched among us Assyrians'). For, after all, 'Weib ist Weib,
 und doch bildet man sich ein, es sei ein Unterschied' (p. 65: 'a woman is just
 a woman, even if we imagine there's a difference'). Observing that only God
 occupies her heart, he determines to drive God out and destroy Judith through
 the faithlessness of her own senses. When he seizes and kisses her, Judith
 regrets the womanly weakness that allows her to enjoy his sexual attentions
 and implores God for protection so that she will not revere what she detests:
 'Er ist ein Mann' (p. 69: 'He is a man'). As Holofernes exults in his strength
 and power, she tells herself that she must kill him if she is not to kneel before

 him. 'Ungeheuer' ('Monster'), she exclaims, 'du drangst dich zwischen mich
 und meinen Gott!' (p. 70: 'you are forcing yourself between me and my God!').
 As he leads her into the bedchamber, she warns him to respect the woman
 who is about to murder him, but Holofernes merely laughs, believing that she
 speaks in order to make her deed impossible?out of 'Feigheit, die sich fur
 Grofie halt' (p. 71: 'Cowardice that considers itself greatness').

 A few minutes later Judith rushes out, her hair in disarray, leaving the sleep
 ing Holofernes visible behind her and furious because he has simply used and
 discarded her. When her maid urges her to flee, Judith is indignant. How can
 you tolerate it 'dafi er mich mit sich fortzerrte, dafi er mich zu sich rifi auf sein

 schandliches Bett, dafi er meine Seele erstickte' (p. 73: 'that he dragged me
 away, that he pulled me to himself on his shameful bed, that he suffocated my
 soul?'). Judith understands now that she is a woman and not simply a virgin
 soul motivated by her love of God. Furious, she tells herself that 'Holofernes
 hat dich zur Hure gemacht, und Holofernes lebt noch!' (p. 74: 'Holofernes has
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 made you a whore, and Holofernes still lives!'). When she has struck off his
 head, Judith realizes that it was more than an act of heroism and is shattered
 by the realization that her deed was precipitated not by the religious faith that
 initially motivated her but by the wounded pride of a very human woman.

 When they return to Bethulia with Holofernes' head, Judith demands that it
 be buried and not displayed on a spear. The people can reward her deed by
 becoming holy and pure. The only reward she claims for herself is that they
 will kill her whenever she demands it because she does not want to bear the

 son of Holofernes, should she be pregnant.
 It was necessary to consider Hebbel's treatment of the myth in such detail

 because several influential thinkers of the twentieth century?not to mention
 such popular parodies as Johann Nestroy's Judith und Holofernes (1849) and
 Georg Kaiser's The Jewish Widow (Die jiidische Witwe, 1911)?based their
 understanding of the story not directly on the Book of Judith but on Hebbel's
 play, which focuses not on Judith as the religious symbol of Judaea but on the
 psychology of the individual woman.19 This shift liberated the figure of Judith
 for a variety of interpretations (not unlike the nineteenth-century seculariza
 tion of the figure of Jesus through the works of David Friedrich Strauss and
 Ernest Renan, who presented him not as a deity but as a human figure whose
 miraculous deeds were borrowed by his followers from other ancient myths
 and attributed to him).

 Otto Weininger, in his notoriously misogynist and anti-Semitic study of Sex
 and Character (1903), cited the biblical heroine in the chapter on 'Das Wesen
 des Weibes und sein Sinn im Universum' ('The Nature of Woman and its
 Meaning in the Universe'), arguing that hysteria is woman's reaction against
 her own sexuality, which she is unwilling to acknowledge:

 Die vornehmsten Exemplare des Geschlechtes mdgen fuhlen, dafi Knechtschaft ihnen
 nur eben darum ein Mufi ist, weil sie sie wunschen ? man denke an Hebbels Judith und

 Wagners Kundry ? aber auch dies gibt ihnen keine Kraft, sich in Wahrheit gegen den
 Zwang zur Wehre zu setzen: im letzten Augenblicke kussen sie dennoch den Mann, der
 sie notzuchtigt, und suchen den zu ihrem Herrn zu machen, der sie zu vergewaltigen
 zogert.20

 The most noble examples of the sex may feel that servility is necessary for them only be
 cause they desire it?think of Hebbel's Judith and Wagners Kundry. But even this does
 not give them the strength truly to resist the compulsion: at the last moment they kiss the
 man who violates them und seek to make a master of him who hesitates to rape them.

 Weininger's theoretical framework causes him to misunderstand the moti
 19 See Gabrijela Mecky Zaragoza, 'Da befiel sie Furcht und Angst. . .': Judith im Drama des 19.

 Jahrhunderts (Munich: iudicium, 2005), pp. i33"64> who stresses that Hebbel's treatment, which
 psychologizes the figure of Judith, represents a definitive break in the German reception (p. 163).

 20 Geschlecht und Charakter: Fine prinzipielle Untersuchung (Vienna: Braumuller, 1903), pp.
 378-79.
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 vation of Hebbel's Judith. To be sure, it is through Holofernes that Judith
 reluctantly discovers her own sexuality, which she has hitherto resisted out of
 a fear of its destructive power; but rather than submitting to servitude to any
 human master, she kills him out of offended morality.

 Sigmund Freud also turned to Hebbel's Judith in his study of 'Das Tabu
 der Virginitat' ('The Taboo of Virginity', 1924).21 From recent anthropologi
 cal investigations Freud had learnt that among many primitive peoples the
 defloration of the virgin is the object of a taboo, which he explains through
 the primitive fear of blood coupled with anxieties and neuroses connected with
 first-time events. Accordingly the defloration is carried out before the marriage:
 often in a two-stage process involving a medical defloration followed by sexual
 intercourse with a man other than the intended husband (who will thus not
 be burdened by first-time anxieties). While the man is governed by the taboo,
 the woman responds by hating the man who violates the taboo and desiring
 vengeance for her defloration. (From his own practice Freud cites examples
 of women who remain frigid in their first marriages, only to become sexually
 satisfied with a second husband.) This is the pattern he detects in Hebbel's play
 (and not, of course, in the biblical version). 'Judith ist eine jener Frauen, deren
 Virginitat durch ein Tabu geschiitzt ist' (p. 178: 'Judith is one of those women
 whose virginity is protected by a taboo'). Since her virginity was maintained
 in her first marriage by her husband's impotence, 'nach der Defloration durch
 den gewaltigen, sich seiner Starke und Rucksichtslosigkeit ruhmenden Mann
 findet sie in ihrer Emporung die Kraft, ihm den Kopf abzuschlagen, und wird
 so zur Befreierin ihres Volkes' ('after the defloration by the mighty man who
 prides himself on his strength and ruthlessness, she finds in her outrage the
 strength to strike off his head and thus becomes the liberator of her people'). In
 keeping with Freud's view that beheading is a symbolic substitution for castra
 tion, Judith is 'das Weib, das den Mann kastriert, von dem sie defloriert wurde'

 ('the woman who castrates the man by whom she was deflowered'). After the
 dramatist had settled on the virginity of his heroine, Freud concludes, 'ver
 weilte seine nachfiihlende Phantasie bei der feindseligen Reaktion, die durch
 die Verletzung der Virginitat ausgelost wird' (p. 179: 'his empathetic imagina
 tion dwelt upon the hostile reaction produced by the violation of her virginity').
 Defloration 'entfesselt auch eine archaische Reaktion von Feindseligkeit gegen
 den Mann' ('unleashes an archaic reaction of hostility against the man'). The
 continuing influence of Freud's reading can be seen in Sarah Kofman's recent
 analysis of Hebbel's play, which amounts to a detailed Freudian interpretation
 in the light of'Das Tabu der Virginitat'.22

 21 Sigmund Freud, Gesammelte Werke, chronologisch geordnet, ed. by Anna Freud, 18 vols
 (Frankfurt a.M.: Fischer, 1946-68), xn (1947), 161-80.

 22 Sarah Kofman, Quatre romans analytiques (Paris: Galilee, 1974), pp. 67-98. On Freud see also
 Zaragoza, 'Da befiel sie Furcht und Angst. . .', pp. 59-69, esp. pp. 64-65.
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 Another influential reading of the Judith theme?also Austrian, like Wei
 ninger's and Freud's?was that of Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, whose name
 provided Richard von Krafft-Ebing in his Psychopathia sexualis (1886) with
 the term masochism'. Sacher-Masoch was obsessed with Judith, who shows
 up repeatedly in his masochistic fantasies.23 In the story 'Lola' (posthumously
 published in 1901) he confesses:

 Es gibt einen weiblichen Typus, welcher mich seit meiner Jugend her unaufhorlich in
 Anspruch genommen hat. Es ist dies das Weib mit den Sphinxaugen, welches grausam
 durch die Lust und lustern durch die Grausamkeit wird. Das Weib mit dem Tigerkorper,
 welches von dem Manne angebetet wird, obwohl es ihn qualt und erniedrigt.24

 There is a female type that since my youth has continuously taken hold of me. It is the
 woman with the sphinxlike eyes, who becomes cruel through lust and lustful through
 cruelty. The woman with the tigerlike body, who is revered by the man although she
 torments and humiliates him.

 As an example he cites Judith as she shares Holofernes' bed. (Striking visual
 realizations of this type can be seen in the sinisterly sensual Judiths of the con
 temporary paintings by Franz von Stuck and Gustav Klimt.) But the most noto
 rious source is no doubt Sacher-Masoch's novella Venus im Pelz {Venus in Furs,
 1870), whose narrator tells us early: '[ich] las im Buch Judith und beneidete
 den grimmen Heiden Holofernes um das konigliche Weib, das ihm den Kopf
 herunterhieb, und um sein blutig schones Ende' (p. 19: T read in the Book of Ju
 dith and envied the fierce heathen Holofernes for the regal woman who struck
 off his head and for his bloodily lovely end'). At the end, following his whipping
 by Wanda's Greek lover, he suddenly sees 'mit entsetzlicher Klarheit, wohin die
 blinde Leidenschaft, die Wollust seit Holofernes und Agamemnon den Mann
 gefiihrthat [...] inElend, Sklaverei und Tod' (p. 134: 'with terrible clarity where
 blind passion and lust has led men since Holofernes and Agamemnon [. . .]
 into misery, slavery, and death'). A recent analogy to Sacher-Masoch may be
 seen in the French poet-anthropologist Michel Leiris, the first volume of whose
 weird autobiographical project, VAge d'homme (1939), is based thematically
 on his own identification with Holofernes (dating from a traumatic case of oral
 surgery in his childhood), and his identification of virtually every woman in his
 life?from a mendacious schoolgirl in his youth and female family friends to
 various whores he encountered in France and the United States?with Judith,

 and notably Cranach's Judith. (Leiris regards Judith as a murderess and takes it
 for granted that she, 'the patriot prostitute', slept with Holofernes.)

 These tendencies?Weininger's reading of Judith's joyous submission,
 Freud's view of Judith as the virgin enraged by her deflowering, and Sacher

 23 Kobelt-Groch, Judith macht Geschichte, pp. 125-96.
 24 Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, 'Venus im Pelz und andere Erzahlungen, ed. by Helmut Strutz

 mann (Vienna: Bandstatter, 1985), P- 149
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 Masoch's self-identification with Holofernes coupled with the desire to be
 humiliated by strong women?have shaped many of the literary treatments of
 Judith in the twentieth century and added another set of questions to those
 initially intended by the myth. Is Judith driven by religious faith or by a long
 ing for vengeance for her violation? Does Holofernes have a secret desire to be
 dominated? Yet another tendency that emerged powerfully in the second half of
 the century, finally, can be seen in the feminist re-visions of Judith, which have
 argued, among other things, that the Book of Judith was written by a woman,25
 that the role of women in the Old Testament needs to be re-evaluated,26 that
 Judith is the appropriate model for women as avengers and terrorists in contem
 porary fiction and film (Stocker), that Judith is an androgyne,27 or that Judith is
 an appropriate object for lesbian desire (Patti Smith's poem 'Judith 2').28 Other
 aspects have been suggested by the aforementioned 'Gallery of Strong Women'
 and by the contributors to the volumes of the Feminist Companion to the Bible.29
 That the appeal of Judith has remained culturally strong during the last

 half-century is evidenced by such literary examples as Dieter Schrage's 1993
 poem 'Solidaritat mit Holofernes',30 where he calls Hebbel's reading a 'Lite
 raten Komplott' ('a writers' conspiracy'), and the other poems in English and
 German cited in Robert-Groch's anthology, by such musical works as Siegfried
 Matthus's opera Judith (1984), whose libretto is based on Hebbel's play, and by
 Judy Chicago's controversial installation The Dinner Party (1979), which con
 tains among its thirty-nine place-settings based on vulvar and butterfly forms
 a striking one for Judith, with a painted porcelain plate and an embroidered
 runner displaying Judith's name and Jewish motifs.31 Even the popularity of the
 name 'Judith' is cited by Stocker as a 'cliche of the "sexy, independent woman'"
 (p. 131).

 Fictionalizations

 Literary treatments of mythic subjects fall into two principal categories: fic
 tionalizing or dramatic re-visions, and postfigurations.32 The first category

 25 Elisabeth Gierlinger-Czerny, Judits Tat: Die Aufkiindigung des Geschlechtervertrages (Vienna:
 Promedia, 2000), p. 21.

 26 Monika Hellmann, Judit ? eine Frau im Spannungsfeld von Autonomie und gottlicher Fuhrung:
 Studie uber eine Frauengestalt des alten Testaments (Frankfurt a.M.: Lang, 1992).

 27 Moore's commentary in Judith, p. 65.
 28 Cited in 'Ich bin Judith': Texte und Bilder zur Rezeption eines mythischen Stoffes, ed. by Marion

 Kobelt-Groch (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitatsverlag, 2003), p. 284.
 29 The Feminist Companion to the Bible, ed. by Athalya Brenner, 10 vols (Sheffield: Sheffield

 Academic Press, 1993-96).
 30 Cited in 'Ich bin Judith', ed. by Kobelt-Groch, p. 286.
 31 Judy Chicago, The Dinner Party: From Creation to Preservation (New York: Merrell, 2007).
 32 Theodore Ziolkowski, Fictional Transfigurations offesus (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

 1972), pp. 6-17, where the categories are denned and discussed.
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 comprises works that retell the mythic story in its original setting while im
 posing upon it a viewpoint and values characteristic of the writer's own time.
 Familiar examples are Thomas Manns Joseph and his Brothers (1933-42) and
 Robert Graves's King Jesus (1946)?and, of course, Hebbel's Judith. The post
 figurations, in contrast, are works set in the writer's own time but whose action
 clearly follows a pattern identified with the mythic model. The most famous
 example, and the one that established the genre in the twentieth century, is
 doubtless James Joyce's Ulysses (1922). Other familiar cases are the postfigura
 tions of Faust in Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus (1947) and John Hersey's Too
 Far to Walk (1966) or of Jesus in Hermann Hesse's Demian (1919) and Ignazio
 Silone's Bread and Wine (1936). (I intentionally omit the looser categories of
 imitatio or 'pseudonym', which comprise works whose connection with the
 original figure is generally thematic rather than structural or is based almost
 wholly on associations with the name.) The 'recit fort' of Judith has produced
 striking works in both categories.

 Prominent among twentieth-century dramatic re-visions is Jean Girau
 doux's Judith (1931), an almost actionless play in which Judith virtually talks
 Holopherne to death. As the play opens, she is summoned by the people, as Ta
 plus belle de nos filles, la plus pure' (p. 11), to save them.33 The twenty-year-old
 virgin (as in Hebbel) accepts the challenge, saying that she already has the most
 dangerous of arms to bear against him: not poison but mon langage' because
 man is a babbler ('bavard', p. 51). After an interminable first act of conversation
 with her friends, she meets Holopherne (for the short second half of Act 11) and,
 smitten, realizes that she has left others and their opinion of her far behind: she
 no longer wants to speak of her God. Holopherne, for his part, sees in her un
 des rares coins humains vraiment libres' (p. 84). The gods infest our universe,
 he continues?from Greece to the Indies, from north to south. The entire atmo

 sphere of the earth is permeated with gods. 'Mais il est encore quelques endroits
 qui leur sont interdits; seul je sais les voir' (p. 86). He calls himself what only
 the king of kings can permit himself to be in this age of gods: 'un homme enfin
 de ce monde, du monde. Le premier, si tu veux'. He offers her 'plaisir': 'devant
 ce tendre mot, tu verras Jehovah disparaitre' (p. 87). Judith succumbs to his
 talkative temptations and then kills him?out of love, she explains, so that she
 can preserve intact the memory of the perfect moment they have shared. As it
 is put by the guard, who turns out to be an angel or God's messenger, 'Elle a tue
 par amour' (p. 138). In the lengthy discourses of Act 111 she is tempted to kill
 herself as well. But she ultimately agrees, for the sake of her people, to conceal
 the truth, conform to the legend, live as a virgin in the synagogue, and watch
 over public morality: 'Judith la sainte est prete' (p. 139). The play turns out to

 33 Jean Giraudoux, Le Theatre complet, 16 vols (Neuchatel and Paris: Ides et Calendes, i945~53)>
 vol. 11 (1945).
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 be an expose of religious hypocrisy or, at least, of what the author regards as the
 lies on which religion is based?a total inversion of the original biblical myth.
 More recently, in his one-act play Judith: A Parting from the Body (1990),

 Howard Barker presented another loquacious Holofernes who does not drink,
 who has achieved his victories through cunning, not valour, and whose refrain
 from the first sentence on is 'Tonight I must talk about death* (p. 49)34?and not
 have sex. Judith, who confesses that 'My husband betrayed me all the time, with
 girls' (p. 58) and who has a child (p. 60), is perplexed because her nakedness
 does not attract Holofernes. She tells him that 'I am reckoned to be the most

 beautiful woman in the district. So I thought I had a chance' (p. 56). When
 she affirms her love, Holofernes says that he just wants to sleep because, as she
 assumes, it has been such a terrible battle for him to learn to love. When her

 unnamed servant, 'an ideologist' and an 'intellectual bitch' (p. 66) according to
 Judith, exhorts the hesitating Judith to take down the sword, saying 'Israel com
 mands you' (p. 60), she does so, whereupon Holofernes says 'I'm not asleep. I'm
 only pretending' (p. 60). He explains that, in order to win, he lied to her about
 everything. Judith, unable to act, merely repeats the servant's words: 'Oh, the
 barbaric and inferior vile inhuman bestial and bloodsoaked monster of deprav
 ity!' (p. 61). To jolt her into action, the servant reports (falsely) that Holofernes
 is smiling in victory. At that, Judith brings down the sword in a killing stroke,
 and the servant saws off his head: 'We take the head because the head rewards

 the people' (p. 62). Judith, deciding that she wants to have sex with his corpse,
 fondles his genitals and crawls onto his body, exclaiming that 'the evil's gone'
 and that they could now have a child together; 'it is only politics kept us apart!'
 (p. 62). When she is afflicted by a sudden weakness, the servant tells her that
 God is punishing her for her offence. In a sudden transformation, she becomes
 a domineering woman?virtually a female Holofernes?and humiliates the
 servant, pondering that 'Real ecstasy must come of liquidating innocence, to
 punish in the absence of offence' (p. 66). As they prepare to leave the tent,
 Judith realizes that 'My body was but is no longer | Israel Is My Body' (p. 67).

 The most striking and thorough literary re-vision of recent decades, how
 ever, is a novel that has received no attention or even mention in the studies

 of the theme: Stella Wilchek's Judith (1969). Wilchek (1922-1997), who wrote
 her three novels in English, was born and educated in Vienna, where she
 attended the Realgymnasium until the outbreak of World War II. Following
 eight years as a refugee in South America, she came to the United States,
 where she established herself as a writer with Ararat (1962) and The Tale of a
 Hero (1965), both set in the historical present. But her Austrian background
 and education account in no small measure for the tone of her Judith, which

 34 Howard Barker, The Europeans: Struggles to Love; Judith: A Parting from the Body (London:
 Calder, 1990).
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 appears in a certain sense to be an implicit refutation of the theories of Hebbel,
 Freud, and Weininger.

 Unlike the plays, her novel is based on extensive biblical and historical
 research, including specifically texts from James B. Pritchard's editions of The
 Ancient Near East: An Anthology of Texts and Pictures (1958) and Ancient
 Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament (1955), as well as histories
 of Babylon and Sumeria. Unlike fiction writers of antiquity, she remarks in
 her Author's Apologia' (pp. 591-92)35?or, she might have added, dramatists
 of the present?1 have diligently done my homework'. At the same time,
 in the interest of her narrative she has allowed herself a certain compres
 sion of history and other fictional liberties. The narrative is set in the time
 of Nebuchadrezzar's (Wilchek's preferred spelling) second campaign against
 Jerusalem and includes a multitude of historically accurate details of life and
 culture from that period.

 The story is told, fifty years after the fact, in alternating chapters by Tamar,
 Judith's servant, and Isaac, who assumes the biblical role of Achior. But, un
 like their counterparts in the Book of Judith, both are given full lives that
 justify their intimate familiarity with Judith and Holofernes. Tamar, it turns
 out, is Judith's milk-sister and was raised with her from childhood. Isaac, in
 turn, was born and raised in Nineveh in a family of Hebrew slaves. When
 his family was killed in Nebuchadrezzar's attack on the city, he claimed to
 be Assyrian in order to save his life, whereupon he was taken as a slave to
 Borsippa, where he was later bought and brought to Babylon by a Hebrew
 scholar. This scholar became acquainted with Nebuchadrezzar, who rescued
 him from the flames of Nineveh as he was trying to save books from the
 famous library. And he is also a close friend of Holofernes, whom he had once
 saved in battle. Hence Isaac, known by his Assyrian name as Marduksharusur
 and treasured for his knowledge of many languages and for his skill in writ
 ing, is in a position to witness all the events leading up to the meeting of
 Judith and Holofernes. These include, among others, a rationalizing account
 of Daniel and of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego: they are saved from the
 fire when Daniel informs Nebuchadrezzar that the men who betrayed them
 are themselves actually the traitors. When their bodies are cast into the fire,
 the three Hebrews report credulously that they were saved by an angel (a role
 performed by the costumed Marduksharusur).

 Similarly, Tamar witnesses Judith's life from childhood on: her fabulous
 beauty, her devotion to her father Merari, from whom she learnt how to
 manage his large estate, and her resistance to men. She finally married the
 homosexual Manasse, a cousin to whom she had long been engaged, but
 remained a Hebbelesque virgin despite attempts by her coarse father-in-law

 35 Stella Wilchek, Judith (New York: Harper and Row, 1969)
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 to rape her?he is killed in the act by her horse, which tramples him in the
 close confines of the stable?and despite advances by many other men. The
 prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel both have walk-on roles: the former, when he
 is persecuted by the people of Jerusalem, is hidden by Judith's father. Judith
 also participates in a secret ceremony honouring the pagan goddess Ashtoreth,
 who is still worshipped by many of the women in her town, because she hopes
 to obtain a remedy that will cause her effeminate husband to sleep with her
 and give her a child. Angered by his rejection, she forces him to work in the
 fields at harvest time?a labour to which he is unaccustomed?where he dies

 of a stroke. Judith comes to believe?again, like Hebbel's Judith?that she is
 responsible for the death of every man who approaches her. Even her father is
 so jealous and protective that he dies of a stroke when her future father-in-law
 makes indecently suggestive remarks about her.

 After many adventures in Babylon and Bethul, including social, military,
 and political details and conspiracies, the two protagonists finally?almost
 two-thirds of the way through the novel?come together when Holofernes
 besieges Bethul with a small force of a thousand men in an attempt to outflank
 the advancing Egyptian army. The villagers listen to Judith's advice because
 she has won their respect for her wisdom and judgement. Judith sends down
 the local whores to distract the guards of the Babylonian army while she makes
 her way to Holofernes, who has set up his headquarters in her farming hut in
 the valley. Unlike the biblical Judith (and Hebbel's heroine), she is besmitten
 by Holofernes, who has been portrayed in the earlier sections as a thoroughly
 decent man although he has a reputation as a Lothario. She falls in love with
 him?a love that he reciprocates?sleeps with him for several nights, and is
 strongly tempted by his offer of marriage. Bound by her oath to Yahweh, she
 finally kills him but does not decapitate him. Instead, she advises the warriors
 from her town to cut off the head of another slain Babylonian to be displayed
 from the walls of the town. She then buries Holofernes in the family tomb
 alongside her beloved father. When she discovers that she is pregnant, unlike
 Hebbel's Judith she is delighted. But the boy-child, stillborn after a lengthy and
 painful delivery, is buried with his father and grandfather in the family tomb.
 Judith lives ever after in her hut, attended by Tamar and Isaac, who had assisted
 her (the Achior role) in sending plans of the camp to the Hebrew warriors.

 Isaac and Tamar relate this entire 'true' and realistic account to a young
 scribe, who is supposed to write it down for posterity. But he reports that T
 prefer to believe the glorious tales I heard about Judith all my life!' (p. 589).
 So Isaac tells him to 'write the story people would hear?of the chaste widow
 who slew the Captain Holofernes for the glory of her God and the honor of
 her people. And perhaps it is the truth?for what is the truth but what one
 comes to believe in the end?'.
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 In sum, in this highly readable and plausible novel?both psychologically
 and historically?the author rejects the various re-visions of her German and
 Austrian predecessors and presents two wholly believable, if extraordinary,
 individuals who?without any Hebbelian fear of being pregnant, any Freudian
 desire for revenge for defloration, any Weiningerian lust for servility to the
 rapist, or any Masochian craving for humiliation by a powerful woman?for
 the first time encounter a partner worthy of their reciprocal love. The biblical
 episode is made plausible by the fact that it constitutes simply the culmination
 of a narrative that spends most of its almost six hundred pages exposing the
 character of the two central figures, as well as those of their two principal
 supporters/reporters. Through its vivid juxtaposition of history and myth the
 author makes a striking, albeit quietly implicit, contribution to our under
 standing of myth and its origins in the popular longing for belief. Wilchek's
 novel deserves top billing in any account of the Judith theme in the twentieth
 century and constitutes its finest fictionalization.

 Postfigurations

 Judith has long provided a favourite theme for postfigurative adaptations. As
 early as 1797 an anonymous French play entitled Charlotte Corday ou la Judith
 moderne presented a modern Judith in the bathtub-murderess of Jean-Paul
 Marat?an identification appropriated by Peter Weiss in his internationally
 acclaimed play Marat-Sade (1964). Eighty years later later Sacher-Masoch in
 his obsession with the biblical heroine invented 'The Judith of Bialopol. 1675'
 (1874), setting the action against the background of Europe's seventeenth
 century war against the Turks. In 1937 Bertolt Brecht wrote the expose for
 a film (which was never undertaken) concerning ' The Judith of Saint Denis',
 a heroic Frenchwoman resisting the German invaders in World War I.36 In
 Alberto Moravia's story 'Giuditta a Madrid' ('Judith in Madrid', 1976) the
 female narrator, astonished by her own similarity to the Judith in a painting
 (Tintoretto's?) she sees in the Prado, is shocked when she wakes up that night
 and realizes that she is kneeling at her lover's side with a hunting knife pointed
 at his back. During the 1970s it became fashionable to identify virtually any fe
 male terrorist as a modern Judith.37 A looser yet identifiable parallel underlies
 John le Carre's thriller The Little Drummer Girl (1983), in which an actress
 turned-agent insinuates herself into the affections of an Islamist terrorist and
 enables his assassination. More recently Gerard Gavarry's Hop la! un deux trois
 (2001) inverted the entire theme by setting it in the outskirts of Paris and re

 36 The recently rediscovered and published Die Judith von Shimoda (2006), which Brecht wrote
 in 1940 in collaboration with the Finnish writer Hella Wuolijoki, is a more tenuously related
 postfiguration set in pre-World War II Japan.

 37 Stocker, Judith, pp. 218-25.
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 versing the sex of the protagonists: his Judith is Ti-Jus, a petty suburban crook,
 while his Holofernes is Madame Fenerolo, the manager of a supermarket, who
 lives in a guarded estate and is murdered (albeit not decapitated) when she
 takes up with Ti-Jus. (The author has explained his undertaking in a book
 dedicated to its composition.)38 Margarita Stocker recapitulates a number of
 films and novels in which the analogy is no closer than the name of the heroine
 or the fact of her violence.

 By far the most outstanding of modern postfigurations is a work, Rolf
 Hochhuth's drama Judith (1984), which was poorly received and with few
 exceptions has not been mentioned in the secondary literature.39 Hochhuth
 (born 1931), the most controversial German playwright of the late twentieth
 century, achieved international notoriety with his documentary dramas Der
 Stellvertreter (The Deputy, 1963), which accused Pope Pius XII of complicity
 (through silence and inaction) in the Holocaust, and Soldaten (Soldiers, 1967),

 which indicted Winston Churchill for the murder of Polish president-in-exile
 Wladyslaw Sikorski and the ruthless incendiary bombing of German cities. In
 the following decade his Guerillas (1970) imagined a wealthy young senator
 who seeks to overthrow the US government and is forced into suicide by the
 CIA; Eine deutsche Liebesgeschichte (A German Love Story, 1978) portrayed
 everyday life under the Nazis, while Juristen (Lawyers, 1979) exposed the
 continuing influence of former Nazis in the Federal Republic. Judith features
 a dramatic indictment of the sort with which Hochhuth enjoyed his initial
 triumphs. Here, however, the indictment involves a wholly fictional action
 against a current historical figure, US president Ronald Reagan.

 In his preamble Hochhuth states his theme:

 Das Schauspiel 'Judith' dramatisiert und erklart politischen Mord, zeigt die Motive und
 die Konflikte der Attentater ? nicht in mythischer Vorzeit, nicht in mystifizierender
 Zukunft, sondern heute; nicht weil der Autor sich zum Befurworter von Taten macht,
 sondern weil Mord, als Form des aufiersten politischen Widerstands in der Natur der
 Geschichte, zu keiner Zeit die Geschichte verschont hat.40

 The drama Judith dramatizes and explains political murder, shows the motives and the
 conflicts of the assassins?not in a mythic prehistory, not in a mystifying future, but
 today; not because the author is making himself an advocate of the deeds but because

 38 Gerard Gavarry, Facon d'un roman ou comment d'apres le livre de Judith fat invente une
 histoire de banlieue, et a Vaide du cocotier, du cargo, du Centaure, ecrit troisfois hop la (Paris: POL,
 2003), pp. 210-34.

 39 Manfred Durzak, 'Ein Trauerspiel des Dramatikers Rolf Hochhuth: Anmerkungen zu seinem
 "Judith-Stuck"', Hebbel-Jahrbuch (1987), pp. 13-26; Kuschel, 'Mord im Namen Gottes?'; and Renate
 Peters, 'The Metamorphoses of Judith in Literature and Art: War by Other Means', in Dressing
 Up for War: Transformations of Gender and Genre in the Discourse and Literature of War, ed. by
 Aranzazu Usandizaga and Andrew Monneckendam (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2001), pp. 111-26.

 40 Quoted here and below in my own translation according to the text in Rolf Hochhuth, Judith
 (Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1984), p. 5.
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 murder, as a form of the most extreme political opposition in the nature of history, has
 at no time spared history.

 Hochhuth calls his plays 'dramatische Romane' ('dramatic novels')41 written as
 much for readers as for theatre audiences, and the dialogue is embedded in and
 interspersed with long narrative passages: not simply documentary evidence
 from histories (e.g. Golo Mann, John Kenneth Galbraith) or such contemporary
 sources as US and German newspaper reports but also quotations from such
 thinkers as Hegel, Horkheimer, and Hannah Arendt as well as extended scenic
 descriptions and characterizations that provide insight into the motivation of
 his figures.

 The postfiguration of the Judith theme is made clear in the prologue to the
 major action, which establishes the play's literary pedigree. Based on a histori
 cal incident, which the author documents with various contemporary texts, it
 depicts the assassination of the Nazi General Commissar for White Russia in
 Minsk in the early morning hours of 22 September 1943?a figure whom the
 author calls a 'seelisch komplizierte[r] Verbrecher' (p. 48: psychically com
 plicated criminal') since he is responsible not only for overseeing the mass
 murders that took place in his region but also for interceding to protect the
 Russians (as distinct from the Jews!) in his territory. As the brief scene opens,
 the literarily inclined general?he has written poems and plays?is discussing

 with his adjutant Hebbel's Judith and wondering why it has not been prohibited
 by the Nazi censors, even though it involves both a Jewish heroine and an act
 of partisan assassination. As they chat, the general's housekeeper, a beautiful
 Ukrainian widow named Jelena Masanik, moves about, preparing the adjoin
 ing bedroom for the night. It is made clear from the conversation and from the
 general's actions?before his pregnant wife comes up to bed he gropes Jelena
 and arranges an assignation for the next day?that the two of them have had
 a sexual relationship. When the adjutant ventures to remind the general that
 his wife worries about Jelena's possible collaboration with the local resistance,
 the general simply laughs at what he calls the prevailing 'Partisanenhysterie'
 (p. 32: partisan hysteria'), regarding himself as safe because he is convinced
 that the population loves him. After the adjutant's departure, as the general is
 chatting from the window with his wife outside and with the guards, Jelena
 removes a time-bomb concealed on her body and places it under the mattress
 of the general's bed. When his wife comes in, she and the general chat for a few
 minutes, and she makes clear her dislike and distrust of Jelena. Then they go to
 bed and soon the bomb explodes, killing the general but leaving alive his wife,
 who screams to the guards who rush in: 'Das Weib hat ihn ermordet!' (p. 51:
 'That woman has murdered him!').

 41 Jost Nolte, 'Gesprach mit Rolf Hochhuth iiber "Judith"', Penthouse (German edition), February
 1985; repr. in 'Ich bin Judith', ed. by Kobelt-Groch, pp. 136-47 (p- *39)
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 Following this prologue, which effectively establishes both the general theme
 of political assassination and, through the reference to Hebbel's play, the spe
 cific association with the Judith tale, the action moves to the four acts of the
 main plot, which involves an alleged assassination of President Ronald Reagan.
 (Although his name is never mentioned in the dialogue, it is cited repeatedly
 in the documentary evidence.) Act 1, which takes place in March 1983, intro
 duces the principal players and their plot: the brother and sister Arthur and
 Judith, children of a retired ambassador. Arthur, crippled during the Vietnam

 War by Agent Orange and embittered, is a brilliant chemist in an independent
 research institute who likes to tinker with and repair vintage clocks in his spare
 time. Judith, renowned as Washington's schonste Witwe' (p. 89: 'most beau
 tiful widow') and childless (her husband had died of leukaemia), is played by
 the actress who had the role of Jelena in the prologue, so that the parallel with
 the earlier action will be obvious. By profession she is a qualified interpreter of
 Russian who has become an independent journalist and is now accredited to
 the White House Press Corps.

 These two have conceived a plan to assassinate the president for his decision,
 reversing the condemnation of his four predecessors, to renew the development
 of biological and chemical weapons: they plan to poison him with compressed
 nerve gas concealed in a microphone or some other device constructed by
 Arthur. They have involved in their plan as unknowing participants: Arnold,
 the ambassador's (and Arthur's) former chauffeur, who has been engaged as a
 sound technician in the White House; their friend Edward, a Jesuit priest, who
 has agreed to post anonymous letters of warning to the president, not realizing
 that Arthur and Judith plan not simply to warn but to kill him; and Gerald,
 Judith's cocky lover, a historian-turned-CIA agent, through whose assistance
 she obtained her appointment to the Press Corps and access to the president.
 This act takes place on the eve of Judith's departure for a trip to the Soviet
 Union, where she is to act as interpreter for an American film crew making
 a documentary about Jelena Masanik's assassination of the General Commis
 sar in 1943, a project that produces various references to 'Hitler's Holofernes'
 (p. 80) along with other allusions to the Book of Judith.
 The second act takes place near a military cemetery in Minsk, where Judith

 has a private interview with Jelena. The conversation between the two women
 revolves largely around theoretical issues: the problematics of assassination,
 which inevitably produces mass reprisals, or the role of the individual versus
 the masses in history. Jelena skilfully avoids giving a direct response to Judith's
 question about her sexual involvement with the general. But when Judith com
 ments that it was ridiculous of the Jews to suggest that Judith remained pure',
 Jelena agrees that such a representation is demeaning for women: the implica
 tion that it is heroic for a man to offer his body to win a battle, but whorish
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 in a woman. 'Wo nur Manner die Bucher schreiben, da mufi ja | ein solcher
 Unsinn verbreitet werden' (p. 120: 'Where only men write the books, such
 nonsense is inevitable'). They are joined by a gravedigger nicknamed 'Teire
 sias', who suffers from a severe neurological affliction as a result of having been
 buried alive under corpses for three days during the reprisals for Jelena's act
 of assassination. In his hallucinatory flights he quotes the biblical Revelation in
 such a manner as to expose, for Judith, the apparent relevance of certain pas
 sages to current events: the underground headquarters of NORAD in Colorado
 Springs, the rockets, ABC-weaponry, and others. The act comes to an end when
 his vivid visions bring on an epileptic seizure, and the two women must carry
 him away in his cart.

 Act in takes place that summer back in Washington, where Arthur and Judith
 have given a dinner party to celebrate Arthur's departure the next day for Italy,
 where he is to spend the winter (at the Pentagon's expense) undergoing an
 experimental treatment for his condition. After dinner the guests?the Jesuit
 Edward, Arthur's professor, and Kathleen, Arthur's lover?fall into conversa
 tion about Nora Astorga, the 'Judith von Nicaragua' (p. 147), who enticed a
 general into her bed, where he was assassinated by the Sandinistas, and whose
 nomination as ambassador has been rejected by the US government. This
 timely event turns the conversation towards other assassinations?notably the
 Kennedy brothers, Martin Luther King, and Lee Harvey Oswald?and reminds
 them of the old prophecy that every president elected in a year ending in
 zero (which includes the present incumbent) would die in office: four of them
 through murder. In the accompanying conversation various attitudes towards
 assassination emerge, including Edward's that terrorism is useless and that all
 murder is immoral. When the professor and Kathleen are out of the room, he
 tells Judith and Arthur that he can no longer participate in their plan, now
 that he realizes that they intend murder and not simply a warning. 'Prophy
 laktische[r] Mord' (p. 168: 'Prophylactic murder'), the priest argues, cannot at
 present be justified, and murder is not 'menschlich' (pp. 163-64: 'humane')?a
 statement to which Arthur responds with sarcastic questions about the hu

 maneness of Agent Orange, which killed and maimed thousands in Vietnam,
 and accusations about Edward's trustworthiness. Following Edward's angry
 departure Judith persuades the professor to appeal to the president with the
 results of the experiments with poisons and instantaneous delivery systems
 that he and Arthur have developed in their laboratory. The professor agrees,
 though he is sceptical about discussing war and weaponry with a president who
 does not know it at first hand and who believes cynically that any future war
 can be limited to Europe. After the departure of their guests, Arthur and Judith
 strengthen their conviction, with allusions to Hitler, of the necessity of killing
 a president who still believes that wars can be won. As the act ends, Judith,
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 anticipating that she will inevitably be arrested and executed for her role, plays
 a recording of Mahler's requiem?the adagietto of his Fifth Symphony.
 The final act takes place shortly thereafter on the banks of the Potomac,

 where Judith and Gerald have gone for an evening swim?at a spot where Ger
 ald empties his spy-drop mailbox. They have just returned by aeroplane from a
 visit to the president's ranch, where Judith interviewed him. When they come
 out of the river, Gerald wonders why Judith is listening so eagerly for news on
 the car radio. When he finds her perfume-spray in his coat pocket and playfully
 threatens to sniff it, he is astonished at Judith's urgent warning not to do so. All
 becomes clear to him when the radio announces that the president has died of
 presumed heart failure: using Gerald to get close to the president, Judith has
 assassinated him with nerve gas, employing a device constructed by her em
 bittered brother. During the return flight she concealed the murder weapon in
 Gerald's coat pocket, lest she be searched. It turns out that the professor's effort
 to persuade the president not to develop neurological weapons was scornfully
 rejected. In their argument, which revolves around the morality of preventive
 action and the question whether murder can ever be ethically justified, Judith
 defends her deed as the rebellion of the impotent. The plays ends with question
 marks: Will Gerald betray her or, out of self-interest, keep her secret? Will she
 be arrested or not?

 In his afterword, under the title '1984 ?wie 1914?' (p. 211: '1984?like
 1914?'), Hochhuth confronts the question as to whether a similar arms race led
 to World War I and presents documentary evidence about the circumstances
 surrounding the outbreak of that war as well as philosophical debates concern
 ing such issues as the argument of national security to justify the development
 of weapons of mass destruction, the morality of neutrality, and whether the
 individual can make or influence history Hochhuth declines to answer, saying
 that the playwright is someone who, unlike the essayist, has no answers to the
 questions raised by the persons of his plays (p. 260). He points out that all sides
 in his play?the Jesuit Edward, the CIA agent Gerald, and the professor as well
 as Arthur and Judith?have equally valid arguments. Yet Hochhuth believes
 personally that assassinations are necessary as symbolic gestures.42

 Readers will disagree about the justification of Judith's murder of the US
 president for his threat to use weapons of mass destruction as a preventive
 measure in the arms race. The debate following its publication and premiere
 was fierce and largely hostile.43 Regardless of one's position, Hochhuth's play
 offers an exemplary case of literary postfiguration of the Judith theme. His
 Judith seduces her Holofernes (the president) to nothing more intimate than
 an interview, to be sure, but she uses sex to gain access to him through Ger

 42 Nolte, 'Gesprach', p. 137.
 43 Durzak, 'Ein Trauerspiel'.
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 aid. To the many questions already implicit in earlier treatments of the myth
 Hochhuth has added the dimension of political assassination and its ethical
 justification. Both from the prologue, which constitutes a precise postfigura
 tion of the biblical tale, and from the frequent allusions in the play itself to the
 Book of Judith and to Hebbers drama it is evident that Hochhuth intended his
 work as a specific postfiguration of the biblical theme?unlike, say, the various
 pseudonyms' or 'imitations' cited by Margarita Stocker.

 In a representative group of modern Judiths we have seen how readily mythic
 themes can be adapted through theoretical re-vision, fictionalization, and post
 figuration to modern circumstances and issues or, to put it differently, how
 timeless mythic themes remain through the ages. The specific case of Judith
 raises questions of various sorts?moral, political, and psychological. On one
 level: What is the relationship between ideology and power? Does the defeat
 of Holofernes' might symbolize the superiority of faith and virtue? Can we ex
 trapolate from the ancient myths to present reality? Can the biblical Judith be
 cited to justify assassination or even terrorism today? On another level: What
 is the role of seduction and violence in the affairs of men and women? Is Judith

 justified in her use of guile and deceit to achieve her goal? Does Holofernes
 have a secret desire to be dominated? Is Judith driven not so much by religious
 faith as by a longing for vengeance for her violation?

 The early biblical and Christian treatments of the myth implied clear and
 certain answers to these questions: her very purity entitled their Judith to se
 duce and kill Holofernes! Indeed, the myth was created precisely to exemplify
 that teaching. But the issues have become increasingly problematic since the
 re-visions of Hebbel, Weininger, Freud, and Sacher-Masoch, all of whom pro
 posed shocking possibilities regarding the motivation of both principal figures.
 The finest modern literary treatments have not typically sought to provide an
 swers but, rather, to force their readers and audiences to come to grips with
 the questions on their own. Stella Wilchek used her fictionalization to suggest
 alternatives to the extreme re-visions and, in the process, to provide insight
 into the creation of myth from history. In his postfiguration Hochhuth opened
 up the question concerning the justification of assassination but explicitly left it
 unanswered, offering as he does a variety of viewpoints. It is perhaps the most
 precise definition of myth, in the primary sense cited at the outset, that the
 figure's actions embody eternal issues, political and emotional as well as ethi
 cal, without providing fixed responses, thus ensuring its recurring fascination
 throughout the ages.

 Princeton University  Theodore Ziolkowski
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